The Bonneville design is derived from the Norton design, using the same Pipe shaft and caps, but with a smooth barrel grip, available in all of the leather finishes, solid brass or hammered brass.

Bonneville has an impressive 67 different finish and material combinations, allowing for customisation on a very personal level.

Designed by Christina Roberts, these oversized, bold door levers were inspired by the classic Great British Motorbikes of the 1950s.

The Bonneville design is derived from the Norton design, using the same Pipe shaft and caps, but with a smooth barrel grip, available in all of the leather finishes, solid brass or hammered brass.

Bonneville has an impressive 67 different finish and material combinations, allowing for customisation on a very personal level.
LEATHER

Stitch In Lever Handle - QL2242

Stitch Out Lever Handle - QL2004

Projection: 65mm | 58mm Round Rose

LEATHER METAL FINISHES

SOLID METAL FINISHES

ACCESSORIES

BITE ON 58MM ROUND - S8400
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